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Look, I fully grasp why this 107-year-old woman credited her long, healthy life to being single, as well as the rationale of this 102-year-old woman who says she's thrived so long because she minds ...
Here’s What the Longest-Living People in the World Always Eat (and Drink) Before Bed For Restful Sleep
According to Ritz Crackers, we've been using them wrong this whole time. Taking to its official TikTok account, Ritz shared a handy hack for cutting slices of cheese with the outside of a Ritz cracker ...
According to Ritz Crackers, We've Been Eating Them Wrong the Entire Time
I believe cheese is an acquired taste cause I did not like cheese either when I was a young child. And even the strong cheeses are usually ...
I don't like eating cheese, what is wrong with me?
Jordana Brewster is opening up about what led to her developing an eating disorder and how she worked to overcome it. In a candid new essay for Glamour, the 41-year-old F9 actress detailed her ...
Jordana Brewster Found 'Level of Peace' with Her Body After Overcoming 'Extreme' Eating Disorder
You are what you eat!” This saying has been around for a long, long time. I think it is meant to encourage healthy eating so that you live a long, ...
Dawn Dillard: You are what you eat
A restrictive new weight-loss trend is gaining speed on social media... unfortunately, it takes things a little too far, say two dietitians.
One Major Side Effect of Eating Boiled Eggs, Experts Say
Professor Charles Spence, a food scientist at Oxford University, suggests in a new report that the best way to eat half-coated chocolate biscuits is with the cocolate side facing downwards. The report ...
It Turns Out We've Been Eating Chocolate Digestives All Wrong
A new study believes some of the world’s environmental problems can be addressed by educating men that eating meat does not define their masculinity. But it’ll take more than woke research to get me ...
If men ‘only eat steak to feel butch’ and should go vegan, what are we gonna do with a billion cows?
Space to play or pause, M to mute, left and right arrows to seek, up and down arrows for volume. Since colonisation, western diets have had a huge impact on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander ...
Our diets are wrong, we should eat more croc
‘Can you help me design a diet on what I should be eating ... Don’t get me wrong: I love helping people. I get DMs on a daily basis thanking me for raising awareness and asking for ...
I’m open about my eating disorder – but it doesn’t mean you can ask me for medical advice
WHAT if you were told you can still eat your favourite foods AND lose weight? The carb-cycling diet gives you the ability to do that, allowing you to fill up on carbohydrates – such as bread ...
You CAN eat your favourite foods and still lose weight with carb-cycling diet
He’s going out of town soon for work, and I am so afraid that he will not be as vigilant about the food he’s eating while I ... Find out what’s going on. You also need to think about ...
Harriette Cole: I’m afraid my husband will eat the wrong things if I’m not with him
Britney Spears, whose legal battle against her conservatorship and father Jamie Spears has become a cause célèbre, took to her Instagram on Saturday to push back against her family and critics. The ...
Britney Spears: I Won’t Perform on Stage “With My Dad Handling What I Wear”
Water is far and away the most important drink when you are short on sleep. Though it might be tempting to turn to coffee or tea, research suggests that you do otherwise. Dehydration can lead to ...
What to Eat and Drink When You Didn't Get Enough Sleep, According to a Dietitian
The U.S. Department of Agriculture recently released its findings of the hurdles people who participate in the supplemental nutrition assistance program face when trying to maintain a healthy diet. It ...
Central Wis. working to bridge healthy food disparities
I could eat a peach for hours!—but I do not love removing the stubborn, literally clinging stone from the center of the fruit. Fortunately, I follow some very smart people on social media, and those ...
You've Probably Been Pitting Peaches Wrong This Whole Time
Let’s face it: choosing a restaurant can be hard. No matter if you’re trying to find a place around your hometown or while you’re on vacation, looking a bunch up online can just be overwhelming.
Where to Eat In Every State! Here are the Best Restaurants Across the U.S.
The idea is that it provides a “kick in the pants” to exercise more and eat better — but her research shows the opposite is true. “We know that people who experience body shaming are at a ...
Body shaming yourself: How to fight the ‘pervasive sense that there’s something wrong with you’
In tonight’s What’s Working many of us enjoy our pearly white beaches here along the Gulf Coast, but one local group is concerned about what is under the water. They are diving in to ...
What’s Working: Divers talk trash and mean it
Vibrio vulnificus, which can be caused from eating raw or undercooked seafood such as oysters, is naturally present in brackish and salt water.
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